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The MEG II Experiment

Looking for the charged lepton flavour violating de-
cay

µ→ eγ

with an expected sensitivity to a branching ratio of

BR(µ→ eγ) < 4× 10−14 [1]

Current best result by MEG

BR(µ→ eγ) < 4.2× 10−13 [2]

The Expected Signal
The Signal
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The signal is charac-
terised by a 52.8 MeV γ
and a 52.8 MeV e+ in
back to back geometry.

The Backgrounds
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RMD events may look like
a signal event if the neu-
trinos are emitted at low
energy.
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A 52.8 MeV positron from
Michel decay coincides
back to back with a
52.8 MeV γ from else-
where (RMD, annihila-
tion in flight).

The Mott Calibration
By Mott scattering a positron beam on the muon
stopping target, positrons with the signal energy are
obtained in the MEG II spectrometer [3].
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As seen from the two figures, a spread in momentum
remains. Further, a continuous angular distribution
is observed.
Comparing Monte Carlo truth values to their recon-
structed values, one obtains the following resolutions
(gaussian σ):

Energy Polar Angle Azimuth Angle
82.4(7) keV 4.71(4) mrad 4.05(4) mrad

These values are only accessible through simulation and
not during the experiment.

The Working Principle of the Double Turn Method
• Choose e+ tracks with two turns in the CDCH

• Analyse each turn individually, extract

Momentum p1,2

Polar Angle Θ1,2

Azimuth Angle Φ1,2

• Both values are from the same positron with one momentum and one
direction. The resolutions can be estimated from the differences

∆p = p2 − p1

∆Θ = Θ2 −Θ1

∆Φ = Φ2 − Φ1

inside CDCH

CDCH

z

r

Turn 1

p1, Θ1, Φ1

Turn 2

p2, Θ2, Φ2 extract for each event

∆p ∆Θ ∆Φ
calculate for each
event

σp σΘ σΦ
extract from overall
distribution

Results
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Momentum Resolution (Normalized)

Mott:  = 0.128(2) MeV/cσ
Signal:  = 0.127(2) MeV/cσ
Michel:  = 0.164(3) MeV/cσ

 > 50 MeV): 
e

Michel (E  = 0.136(5) MeV/cσ

In terms of the double turn method, simulated Mott
events (orange) behave just as signal events (green)
are expected to behave.
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Momentum Beam Spread Dependence

 = 400 keV / c:BeamσMott with  = 0.128(2) MeV/cσ

 = 800 keV / c:BeamσMott with  = 0.130(2) MeV/cσ

The obtained spectra by the double turn method are
independent of the beam properties.

Very similar results are obtained for the angular variables.

Conclusions

Double Turn Algorithm

• applicable to any track with two or more turns
in CDCH

• Mott events are most promising

Double Turn vs MC Truth

• Deviations in resolution are observed (Factor
≈ 1.5)

• Deviations are expected as DT based on dif-
ferences of two reconstructed single turns. MC
truth is mostly based on tracks with one or one
and a half turns.
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